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Think about your favorite web sites. �
�

How do you use the sites?�
�

What stands out about the design?









Principles of web design
•  Keep it simple

•  Communicate, don’t decorate

•  First priority is the USER EXPERIENCE 
(UX)





Keep it simple

• Occam’s Razor

•  Given any two solutions to the same 
problem, all other things being equal, the 
simplest solution is the best.



“Good design, when it’s 
done well, becomes 

invisible. It’s only when 
it’s done poorly that 

we notice it.”�
�

- Jared Spool, recognized expert on the subjects of usability, 
software, design, and research









Communicate, �
don’t decorate

•  Design is about discipline – creating 
communication with a purpose.

•  Every element on your page serves a purpose

•  Design the content, not the box its in.







How people use�
web sites

•  Users move quickly

•  They are impatient, often clicking on the 
first promising link

•  They scan, don’t read



How people use�
web sites

•  They ignore your instructions and use their 
own intuition

•  They don’t always make the best choice

•  Users appreciate quality and credibility

•  They are drawn to faces, especially faces 
looking right into the camera



Video: Looking for 
things to do on 

DesMoinesRegister.com







What that means?

•  You must design for the way people use 
the web, not the way we think they should

•  Think about your new visitors and your 
regular visitors

•  Keep as much content as possible above 
the scroll



Gaining trust in a second

• What leads to mistrust:

•  Text not aligned or orderly (centered text)

•  Too many fonts and sizes

•  Too much info/cluttered

•  Too many animations

•  Too many areas of color





Web conventions
• Navigation on top or left

•  Link to home page in top-left with word Home

•  Logo in top-left that links to home page

•  If it looks like a button, it’s a link

•  Hyperlinks are blue and underlined (or at least 
look different)

•  Icons... 



Web conventions

•  Search bar at top-right or top-center

•  Site map or main links at bottom of site

•  Link to RSS feed in upper-right of blog

•  Links open in the same window

•  Links have different states during mouse-over



Readability
• We must go out of our way to make text 

readable online.

•  Use shorter line lengths where possible - 
and never let type run the entire width of 
the page.

•  Choose type faces based on readability.

•  Format text for scanners – headers, lists, 
bold



Findability

• Make sure your site is indexed properly in 
search engines

•  Use keywords on your site - in title, in H1 
tags and in body of your site

• We will discuss Search Engine Optimization 
(SEO) more later this semester



Usability
•  Usability: How easy it is to use a web site’s 

interface

• Make sure readers can find what they are 
looking for - news, airline tickets, friends 
on Facebook

• Make sure readers understand how your 
site is supposed to function

•  Do usability testing













Typography
•  Use web-safe fonts (fonts available on all 

computers)

•  Arial, Helvetica, Times New Roman, Times, 
Verdanda, Georgia, Courier, Impact, Lucida 
Console, Lucinda Sans, Palatino, Tahoma, 
Comic Sans, Trebuchet MS

• Newer standards do let you use more 
fonts (try Google Font Directory, @font-
face)



Current web trends
•  Simple layout

•  Centered content

•  Design the content, not the page

•  Flat design

•  Soft, neutral background colors

•  Strong color, used sparingly

•  Plenty of white space



Centered orientation



Flat design



Strong color, �
used sparingly



Plenty of white space



More trends
•  Better typography

•  Large “hero” areas killing sliders



More trends
•  Large focus on mobile

•  Long scrolling sites

•  Videos in place of text



Web site architecture: 
Terms to know



Logo
Navigation

Two
columns

Main 
content 

area

Rail



Navigation
Logo

Carousel

Two 
columns



Horizontal navigation



Vertical navigation



Navigation
•  Second only to content in importance

•  Global nav - Where can I go overall

•  Local nav - Where can I go in this section

•  Contextual nav - Where can I go on this page



Tab



Navigation bar with 
reveal dropdown



Above the scroll



Breadcrumb trail



Paging



Responsive design



Design process

Sketch/Wireframes

Photoshop Mockup

Before you start coding

To share with client



Site redesigns
•  Simplify (colors, fonts, content, user 

experience)

•  Update the look to reflect current trends

•  Put more logical content upfront

•  Design the content, not the box

•  Get more above the scroll



Site redesigns
•  Use web conventions (logo in top left, 

navigation on top or left)

•  Shorten line lengths

•  SEO – keywords in title, H1

•  Repeat design elements

•  Center content, use white space

•  Soft, neutral background colors



How to analyze �
a web site



Overall questions

• Who is the audience?

• What is the purpose of the site? The 
message?

•  Does the site achieve its purpose?



Usability

•  Links make sense, are helpful and work.

• Well-organized. Logical structure.

•  Easy to navigate to pages, return home.

•  Reasonably short download time.



Design
•  Immediately recognizable brand.

•  Simple is best.

•  Consistency of design across site.

•  Readability: caps/lowercase used 
appropriately, color isn’t intrusive, typeface 
easy to read, white space used attractively.

•  Looks professional.



Content
•  Error-free and interesting.

•  Ads aren’t intrusive/annoying.

•  Appropriate use of moving images, video, 
sound, photos, graphics.

•  Elements compliment each other (visuals, 
type).

•  Appropriate voice/style of writing for the 
audience.



END�
Sources: webdesignfromscratch.com, wikipedia, smashingmagazine.com


